This course is designed for the advanced art student who has demonstrated serious
involvement in the visual arts and has shown a high degree of self-motivation. Ideally,
suited for students who work well independently, this course will prepare students who
are considering a career or collegiate placement within the visual arts.
Instructions: Your summer homework assignment has three parts: complete all parts and
be prepared to submit them by the end of the first week of school, as well as participate
in an oral critique about these experiences.

Part 1: sculptures

Complete 1 or more of the following sculptures
Multiples: using more than 300 pieces of one type of common household object (ex:
screws, toothpicks, matchsticks, etc.) to create a sculpture that emphasizes pattern &
rhythm. Can be spraypainted either before or after completing.
Aesthetic from derelict: find an interesting object from a garage sale, attic, flea market,
second hand store. Transform the object by covering the entire object in textural materials
(think yarn, mosaic, stones, glass, feathers, photos, coins, sand, leaves). You can alter
the adhesive type based on what it is & what surface it will be adhered to.
Altered books: acquire a used book from a second hand store or library sale & make it
into something new. All parts of the book can be ripped out, cut folded, or altered in another way to create a new story for the object.

Part 2: research-artists

Students will research three-dimensional artists who inspire them. Material choice is open,
but evidence of research should include (photos, articles, personal history, your thoughts,
etc.) should be in your sketchbook for at least 3 artists. Here is a list to get you going:
Ai Weiwei
Barbara Kruger
Louis Burgeois
Damien Hirst
Auguste Rodin Claes Oldenburg
Alexander Calder
Constantin Brancusi
Christo
Henry Moore
Marcel Duchamp
Andy Goldsworthy
Val Kushing
Okuda San Miguel
En Iwamura
Carol Milne
Jen Pack
Olivia Erlanger
Just Emerson
Anish Kapoor
Tracey Emin
Maya Lin
Tim Noble & Sue Webster
Tom Friedman

research-ap3d portfolios

Visit the AP College Board website & look at and review different portfolio samples. Title a
page in your sketchbook AP3D Reflection and write your personal goals you have set
based on looking at others portfolios. Think about ideas that you would like to create
based on a concentration of your choice & make a list of 15 potential ideas.

